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Abstract

Recent advances in neural network-based text-to-speech have reached human level naturalness in synthetic speech. The present sequence-to-sequence models can directly map text to mel-spectrogram acoustic features, which are convenient for modeling, but present additional challenges for vocoding (i.e., waveform generation from the acoustic features). High-quality synthesis can be achieved with neural vocoders, such as WaveNet, but such autoregressive models suffer from slow sequential inference. Meanwhile, their existing parallel inference counterparts are difficult to train and require increasingly large model sizes. In this paper, we propose an alternative training strategy for a parallel neural vocoder utilizing generative adversarial networks, and integrate a linear predictive synthesis filter into the model. Results show that the proposed model achieves significant improvement in inference speed, while outperforming a WaveNet in copy-synthesis quality.

Index Terms: Neural vocoder, Source-filter model, GAN, WaveNet

1. Introduction

In recent years, the state of the art in text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis has been advancing rapidly. Introduction of deep neural networks for acoustic modeling [1] in statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS) [2] started the ongoing trend of deep learning in TTS, and was soon followed by recurrent networks [3], and more recently, sequence-to-sequence models with attention [4, 5]. The latter learn to align input text (or phoneme) sequences with the target acoustic feature sequences, which in effect integrates a duration and acoustic model into a single neural network. Meanwhile, the advances in neural network models for speech waveform generation, such as WaveNet [6], have raised the bar in synthetic speech quality. Although the original WaveNet was controlled mainly with linguistic features, it used supplementary acoustic information from duration and pitch predictor models. The role of a waveform generator model has since shifted more to a “neural vocoder” [7], i.e., the model is conditioned directly on acoustic features. With this division of labor, neural vocoders have been shown to produce high-quality synthetic speech when paired with a sequence-to-sequence model [8], or a more conventional SPSS pipeline [9].

However, WaveNet and similar models suffer from their sample-by-sample sequential inference process. Although the inference can be made faster with dilation buffering [10], or optimizing recurrent neural networks (RNNs) for real-time use [11], sequential inference remains ill-suited for massively parallel applications. To remedy this, models capable of parallel inference have been proposed [12, 13]. The training setup involves two models: a pre-trained autoregressive model (teacher) is used to score the outputs of a feed-forward parallel model (student). The student training criterion is related to inverse autoregressive flows, and alternative flow-based models have been further presented [14]. A major issue with these parallel synthesis models is their restriction to invertible transforms, which limits model capacity utilization. This in turn leads to large models that require a considerable amount of training [13, 14].

In addition to flow-related scoring rules, more conventional short time Fourier transform (STFT)-based regression losses have been found essential in training parallel waveform generators [12, 13]. Furthermore, similar models have been trained solely using STFT-based losses [15]. The method builds on the classical source-filter model of speech, and learns a neural filter for a mixed excitation signal constructed from harmonic and noise components [15]. However, this approach requires explicit voicing and pitch inputs, and is sensitive to the alignment between generated and target signals when STFT phase loss is used. Meanwhile, the source-filter model has also been used with linear predictive (LP) filters to build neural models for the glottal excitation [16, 17] or the LP residual signal [18, 19]. The use of LP inverse filtering can be seen analogous to the flow-based approaches, as they apply an invertible transform whose residual is more Gaussian and is thus easier to model [17]. However, these LP-based models still use sequential inference (similar to WaveNet or WaveRNN) and the inherent speed limitations remain in place.

Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [20] are especially appealing for waveform synthesis, as they enable unrestricted use of feedforward architectures capable of parallel inference. GAN-based residual excitation models have been proposed previously for all-pole envelopes derived from mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) [21], with further refinements to the GAN architectures and training procedure presented in [22]. However, these models operate in a pitch-synchronous synthesis framework, which makes them sensitive to pitch marking accuracy during training, and requires pitch information at synthesis time. Further, the models were optimized solely in the excitation domain, which may be perceptually sub-optimal [18, 19].

In the present Tacotron style TTS systems [8], the most commonly used acoustic feature is the log-compressed mel-spectrogram, that utilizes the classical MFCC triangular filter-bank [23]. The mel-spectrogram is appealing due to its simple estimation, perceptual relevance, and overall ubiquity in speech applications. However, from a TTS perspective, the mel-spectrogram poses additional challenges due to its lack of explicit voicing and pitch information. Nevertheless, the typically used 80 mel filters have enough frequency resolution to include some harmonics, which is sufficient for rudimentary waveform reconstruction [24]. Altogether, there remains a need for a fast high-quality neural vocoder capable of generating speech wave-
forms directly from mel-spectra with relatively little training.

In this paper, we combine a MFCC-based envelope model [21] with recent GAN training insights [22]. Furthermore, we use neural net architectures that operate directly on raw audio, and integrate a parallel inference capable LP synthesis filter into the computation graph. Inspired by classic speech coding, we call the proposed method “GAN-excited linear prediction” (GELP).

2. Methods

Figure 1 shows an overview of the training setup. The model consists of three trainable components: a generator $G$ and discriminator $D$, both operating at an audio rate, and a conditioning model $C$, operating at a control frame rate. All the models are non-causal 1-D convolution nets, as detailed in section 2.3. The conditioning model creates a context embedding ($c$) of the mel-spectrogram at the frame rate, which is linearly upsampled to the audio rate before inputting it into $G$ and $D$. The input ($z$) of the generator model is a white noise sequence, sampled at the audio rate, which the model transforms into a LP residual signal $\hat{e}$. To produce synthetic speech, the generated residual $\hat{e}$ is fed as an excitation to an LP synthesis filter, whose coefficients are derived from the mel-spectrogram.

No direct voicing or pitch features are provided to the model, so the model has to infer this information from the input mel-spectrogram. In contrast, we explicitly use the spectral envelope information contained in the mel-spectrogram. This is achieved by first fitting an all-pole envelope to the mel-spectrum (section 2.1), and second, implementing a synthesis filter suitable for parallel inference (section 2.2). To train $G$ and $C$, two kinds of loss functions are used: 1) a regression loss based on STFT magnitudes, and 2) a time domain adversarial loss propagated through the discriminator model $D$. The former guides the generator to learn the mel band energies of speech, which is vital for creating harmonics of voiced sounds. The latter loss guides the system to learn in time domain the speech signal’s phase information and fine stochastic details.

2.1. Envelope recovery from mel-spectrogram

Spectral envelope fitting to MFCCs has been proposed previously for neural vocoding in [21]. The previous study focused on lower order MFCCs, while a typical Tacotron configuration uses high-resolution mel-spectra with 80 mel filters and omits the discrete cosine transform to cepstrum domain. Nevertheless, the method for fitting an all-pole envelope to mel-spectrum is directly applicable. The mel-spectrogram $m$ is computed as $m = \log(MX)$, where $X$ is a pre-emphasized STFT magnitude spectrogram, and $M$ is a mel-filterbank matrix. A reconstruction is obtained simply by using the pseudo-inverse of $M$ and flooring the result with a small positive $\epsilon$ to prevent negative values: $X = \max(M^+\exp(m), \epsilon)$. An all-pole envelope in frame $k$ is obtained by computing the autocorrelation sequence from $X_k$ via IFFT, and solving the resulting normal equations for the LP polynomial $a_k$ [25].

\[ A_k = \text{FFT}(a_k), \quad (1) \]

where the FFT is zero padded to match the number of frequency bins in the STFT. The corresponding synthesis filter is the inverse frequency response

\[ H_k = \frac{\exp(-i/\omega_k)}{\max(|A_k|, \epsilon)} \quad (2) \]

i.e., the numerator contains the sign-inverted phase and the denominator is the magnitude floored by a small positive $\epsilon$. Filtering for the entire excitation signal $\hat{e} = G(z, c)$ is applied by multiplication in the STFT domain

\[ \hat{x} = \text{ISTFT}\{\text{STFT}(\hat{e}) \odot H\}. \quad (3) \]

We use a cosine window as both the STFT analysis window and ISTFT synthesis window. As all the operations are differentiable, the gradients with respect to the synthetic speech $\partial x/\partial G$ and $\partial x/\partial C$ can be computed similarly to [15], and used to update $G$ and $C$.

2.3. Network architectures

All networks in this paper use a same basic architecture, namely a dilated convolution residual network with gated activations and skip connections to output. In other words, the architecture is similar to the non-causal feedforward WaveNet [26]. More specifically, a dilated convolution block receives an input tensor $x_i$ from the previous layer and (optionally) a conditioning $c$. Both tensors are of shape $(B, T, R)$, where $B$ is the batch size,
\[ T \] is the number of time-steps, and \( R \) is the number of residual channels. A hidden state \( h_i \) is computed from the inputs as

\[ h_i = \tanh(W^i_x x_i + V^i_x c) \odot \sigma(W^i_y x_i + V^i_y c), \]  

where \( * \) denotes (dilated) convolution. Layer output \( y_i = W^i_x h_i + x_i \) is passed as input to the next convolution layer and \( h_i \) are connected to a post processing layer via skip connections. The post-processing layer concatenates the skip connections channel-wise and applies an affine projection, followed by tanh non-linearity before a final affine projection to output. Biases are used throughout, but omitted here for brevity.

In \( G \) and \( C \), the convolutions are zero padded in order to match the timesteps between the input and output. No zero padding is used in \( D \), and the discriminator gradually reduces its input receptive field length into a single timestep. Furthermore, residual connections are not used in \( D \). Notably, the proposed architectures are non-causal, which is permissible for the intended use with utterance level bi-directional acoustic models.

### 2.4. Losses

The current study adapts the loss functions from our previous work [22]. However, now we can define the losses directly in speech domain, since the LP synthesis filter and overlap-add are integrated to the computation graph. Denote the target signal from by \( x \), and the generator model \( G \) output passed through the synthesis filter by \( \hat{x} \). Additionally, the output of the conditioning model \( c = C(x) \) is made accessible to both \( G \) and \( D \). The goal of the generator is to produce \( \hat{x} \) that appears to come from the same distribution as \( x \sim p_X \). The conditioning model \( C \) collaborates with \( G \); it shares the same training objective and obtains its learning signals through \( G \).

We use the Wasserstein GAN [27] for our main GAN loss

\[ \mathcal{L}_{GAN} = -\mathbb{E}_{x \sim p_X} [D(x, c)] + \mathbb{E}_{x \sim p_G} [D(\hat{x}, c)], \]  

which the discriminator aims to minimize, and the generator tries to maximize. To keep the discriminator function sufficiently smooth, we use the gradient penalty proposed in [27]

\[ \mathcal{L}_{GP} = \mathbb{E}_{x \sim p_X, \hat{x} \sim p_G} \left[ (\| \nabla_{\hat{x}} D(\hat{x}, c) \| - 1)^2 \right], \]  

where \( \hat{x} = x + (1 - \varepsilon)x \) is sampled randomly along the line segment between \( x \) and \( \hat{x} \). Additionally, we regularize the discriminator gradient magnitude for the real data samples to avoid a non-convergent training dynamic described in [28]

\[ \mathcal{L}_{R1} = \mathbb{E}_{x \sim p_X} \left[ (\| \nabla_{x} D(x, c) \|)^2 \right]. \]  

Finally, we use the following loss term based on the mean squared error of the STFT magnitudes

\[ \mathcal{L}_{STFT} = E[(\| \text{STFT}\{x\} \| - \| \text{STFT}\{\hat{x}\} \|)^2]. \]  

Notably, the STFT loss uses only the Fourier magnitude, which is insensitive to phase alignment within the short-time frame. All learning signals related to the phase information originate from the discriminator, which in turn does not require parallel data during training. The total training objective for \( G \) and \( C \) is to minimize

\[ \mathcal{L}_{G,C} = \lambda_1 \mathcal{L}_{STFT} - \mathcal{L}_{GAN}, \]  

while \( D \) attempts to minimize

\[ \mathcal{L}_D = \mathcal{L}_{GAN} + \lambda_2 \mathcal{L}_{GP} + \lambda_3 \mathcal{L}_{R1}. \]  

### 3. Experiments

#### 3.1. Data

The experiments were conducted on the “Nancy” dataset (from Blizzard Challenge 2011 [29]), spoken by a professional female US English voice talent. The dataset comprises approximately 12000 utterances in normal read style with medium to high expressiveness, totaling to 16h:45 min of speech. The audio was resampled to 16kHz and utterances longer than 8.75 seconds were excluded. The remaining 11643 utterances were randomly split to training (11000 utts), validation (200 utts), and test (443 utts) sets.

#### 3.2. Training the neural vocoder

During training, the data was split into one-second segments, such that one training iteration corresponds to processing one second of speech. The model was pre-trained in the residual excitation domain, i.e., the inverse filter was applied to the target speech signal to obtain a target excitation. Pre-training the model speeds up the training considerably; harmonics started to emerge already at around 60k iterations. After excitation model training for 200k iterations, the optimization criteria were switched to the speech signal domain and trained until a total of 1M iterations. This corresponds to approximately 15 full epochs through the dataset. For discriminator input, we randomly cropped 32 receptive field length segments from the reference and generated signals at each iteration. The models were optimized using alternating minibatch updates with the Adam optimizer [30] at the default hyperparameters (LR=1e-4, \( \beta_1=0.9 \), \( \beta_2=0.999 \)). Loss weights were chosen experimentally, so that the weighted STFT and GAN losses have roughly the same order of magnitude. We use \( \lambda_1 = 10 \) for the STFT loss and \( \lambda_2 = 10 \) and \( \lambda_3 = 1 \) for the gradient penalties. The network configurations used for the experiments are listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( G )</th>
<th>( D )</th>
<th>( C )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residual channels</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skip channels</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter width</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilated stacks</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilation cycle</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual connection</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation rate</td>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>Frame</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.3. Tacotron synthesis system

Our Tacotron system is similar to the Tacotron-1 architecture [5], with minor modifications. The main modification was to predict mel-spectrograms instead of linear spectrograms as the final output of the system. The input linguistic features were mono-phonemes extracted using the Combi lexicon [31] and represented as one-hot vectors. Mel-spectrograms were normalized to lie between 0 and 1 using min-max normalization. The minibatch size was set to 32 and 2 acoustic frames were predicted for each output-step. The initial learning rate was set to 0.002 and adjusted during the training using the Noam scheme [32] with 4000 warmup steps. All the parameters of the system were optimized using the Adam optimizer. The system was trained on a single NVIDIA Titan X GPU for 150k steps.
The acoustic features in the Tacotron system use a 80 Hz frame rate and a 50 ms window. For the GELP vocoder, the features were upsampled to 200 Hz rate.

3.4. Reference methods

As a simple baseline system for mel-spectrogram-to-waveform synthesis, we first convert from the mel scale to the linear scale via the filterbank pseudo-inverse, and then apply the Griffin-Lim phase recovery algorithm [33]. This approach avoids the use of a linear-scale spectrogram predictor post-net proposed in [5], at the cost of some quality loss. However, the intended use of phase recovery in Tacotron-based synthesis is generally not high-quality synthesis, but rather a development tool to quickly check whether the generated acoustic features are meaningful.

For a reference autoregressive WaveNet vocoder, we trained a speaker dependent model conditioned on mel-spectrograms, following the “Wave-30” configuration from [17]. The system uses a dilation cycle of 10 (e.g., 1, 2, ..., 512) repeated three times, 64 residual channels, and 256 post-net channels. The model was trained on softmax cross entropy using 8-bit amplitude quantization and μ-law companding. The conditioning mel-spectrogram features were stacked for a five-frame time context.

3.5. Listening test

Subjective quality of the systems was evaluated on the 5 level absolute category rating scale, ranging from 1 (“Bad”) to 5 (“Excellent”). Figure 2 shows the test results as mean opinion scores (MOS) [34] with the 95% confidence intervals, along with stacked score distribution histograms. The Mann-Whitney U-test found all differences between systems statistically significant at $p < 0.05$ corrected for multiple comparisons. The listening tests were split to two groups: copy-synthesis using natural acoustic features, and Tacotron TTS using generated acoustic features. Both tests include 50 randomly chosen test set utterances, and 20 evaluations were collected for each utterance and system combination. The tests were conducted on the Figure Eight crowd-sourcing platform [35]. Demonstration samples are available at https://1juvela.github.io/GELP/demopage/.

4. Discussion

In copy-synthesis, GELP achieved higher MOS scores than the reference WaveNet vocoder. However, in the Tacotron TTS experiment, the mean quality of the proposed system dropped below that of WaveNet. Quality of the WaveNet-based TTS system is robust to mismatch between natural and generated acoustic features due to the WaveNet’s ability to correct its behavior based on previous predictions [18]. In contrast, the parallel inference in the proposed GELP model generates the full waveform in a single forward pass, which does not allow corrective, AR-type of feedback.

On the other hand, a clear benefit of the proposed system is its parallel inference which makes the system significantly faster compared to the autoregressive WaveNet. When synthesizing test set utterances, GELP generated on average 389k samples/second (approximately 24 times real time equivalent rate), on a Titan X Pascal GPU. In comparison, the reference WaveNet with sequential inference generated 217 samples/second on average, which is slower by a factor of 1800. Although sequential inference can be sped up by careful DSP implementation, it remains unable to fully leverage the parallel processing power provided by GPUs. Similar speedups over sequential inference have been reported for other parallel neural vocoders [12, 13, 15], but comparison with these is left as future work due to limited available resources for implementation and computation.

The MOS score measured for the WaveNet vocoder in the current study may seem low compared to the score (about 4.5) reported in [8]. However, similar studies reporting variations in the WaveNet performance (depending on speaker and acoustic features) are found in the literature: MOS scores around 3.5 have been reported when using mel-filterbank [36] or mel-cepstrum [7] acoustic features. Meanwhile, our version of WaveNet has previously achieved MOS scores above 4 using glottal vocoder acoustic features [17]. The performance of a parallel waveform generator is likely to increase with the use of a separate pitch predictor model [15]. However, in this work we chose to limit the acoustic features to mel-spectrogram for their relative simplicity.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposed a “GAN-excitied linear prediction” (GELP) neural vocoder for fast synthesis of speech waveforms from mel-spectrogram features. The proposed model leverages the spectral envelope information contained in the mel-spectra, and implements an all-pole synthesis filter as part of the computation graph. The model is optimized using STFT magnitude regression and GAN-based losses in time domain. The proposed model has a considerably faster inference speed than a sequential WaveNet vocoder, while outperforming the WaveNet in copy-synthesis quality. Future work includes narrowing the quality gap between natural and generated acoustic features.
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